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ABsTRAcr Zonal centrifuges may be loaded during rotation (dynamically) or at
rest (statically). In the latter case, the shearing forces occurring in a liquid confined
in a closed cylinder, during the transition from rest to a stable orientation in a
high centrifuigal force field, were examined qualitatively by evaluating the change
of surfaces in each isodense layer. Analytical expressions for isodense surfaces at
various levels were obtained as a function of the rotational speeds. Characteristics
of the changes of each isodense layer were computed from the formula derived
and are presented, in a graphical form, as figures. From these results, an optimal
sample-loading location and an ideal control of acceleration or deceleration in a
reorienting gradient rotor are concluded.
INTRODUCTION
Zonal centrifugation in a large cylindrical rotor has been developed as a general
method for the mass separation of biomaterials ranging in size from whole cells to
protein molecules. Most of these methods involve loading and unloading the rotor
dynamically (i.e., during rotation). In some instances it is advantageous to load
and unload the rotor statically. Such is the case for the isolation of large particles,
whole cells, and nuclei, where often very viscous gradient materials are used, and
for shear-sensitive materials, such as high molecular weight DNA, which may be
damaged by shearing forces in rotating seals. In a previous paper, we have evaluated
the velocity and shear-stress distributions for continuous linear gradient solutions
(3). The objective of the present study was the qualitative evaluation of the shearing
forces between each isodense layer of liquid confined in a closed cylindrical rotor
during the transition from rest to a stable orientation, by evaluating the changes of
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surfaces at various levels as a function of the rotational speeds. Knowledge of shear-
ing forces within a liquid provides us with a guide to the control of rotor acceleration
or deceleration in the transition period; such control prevents damage to biomaterial
and assures that the separated biomaterial does not remix during the deceleration
period. When the cylindrical rotor is rotating at steady state, the liquid in the rotor
moves as the elements of a rigid body. Therefore, there is no shearing force caused
by the liquid.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
We consider a cylindrical rotor system with radius R and height H, shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 1 a. The rotor is filled, at rest, with density gradient and sample layer.
In the figure, the horizontal lines indicate levels or surfaces of equal density in a
continuous density gradient. During acceleration, each isodense surface becomes
part of a paraboloid of revolution. At a given rotational speed, all isodensity curves
are identical, though vertically transposed. Acceleration results in a series of con-
figurations, shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1 (b and c). At high speed, where the
ratio between the centrifugal force and the acceleration due to gravity is very high,
the isodense surfaces approach verticality, as shown in Fig. 1 d.
ROTOR TREST ACCE RATING ACCE RATING
p I~~~~~~~~
ROTOR AT SEED DECELERATING AT REST
FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of reorienting gradient rotor system.
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Deformations occurring at the various levels may be best understood by describ-
ing the changes which occur in layers originally at the top, middle, and bottom of
the rotor. The fluid originally against the upper rotor cap becomes squeezed into a
small paraboloid of revolution during acceleration (Fig. 1 b) and then occupies the
center of the rotor at high speed (Fig. 1 d). A zone in the middle of the rotor at
rest (Fig. 1 a) increases in area during acceleration, and then decreases in area slightly
as an approximately vertical position is approached. The zone at the very bottom
of the rotor at rest (Fig. 1 a) decreases markedly in surface area during acceleration
(Fig. 1 b) but covers the entire surface of the rotor wall at high speed (Fig. 1 d).
The greatest area changes, therefore, occur in the zones near the top and bottom
when at rest, but near the center and the edge at high speed.
The reoriented gradient, before the particles have sedimented appreciably, is
shown at the left (Fig. 1 d), and after sedimentation at the right. The distribution
during deceleration is shown in Fig. 1 e, with the distribution at rest shown in Fig.
I . The separated zones are recovered by draining the gradient out the bottom of
the rotor or by displacing it out the top.
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
The equation describing the parabolic surface of revolution is well-known and is
given by Bird et al. (2) as
2 2
w r
where z is a vertical axial coordinate, r a radial coordinate as shown in Fig. 1 (a and
b), w an angular velocity, g gravitational force, and zo the minimum of z in the
paraboloid, which depends on the angular velocity and the loading level of liquid.
The value of zo changes from positive to negative with an increase in angular velocity
or decrease in loading level, as shown in Fig. 1 b. There are four types of paraboloid
configurations which will occur, depending on the liquid loading level and change in
angular velocity. They are shown in Fig. 1 (b and c) as 1, 2, 3, and 4;
Type 1: zo > O, rp = R, and hp < H,
Type 2: zo > O, r, < R, and hp = H,
Type 3: zo < O, rp = R, and hp < H,
Type4:z0<O,r<R, and hp= H,
where r, is the radius of the paraboloid at the rotor wall and hp, the height at the
intersection of the paraboloid with the rotor wall.
The interfacial areas of a paraboloid for each type of configuration are obtained
as following.
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Type I
The equation describing the paraboloid interfacial area for this configuration is
Ai= 2irJ r 1 + ] dz. (2)
With equation l,the condition of parabolic surface of revolution, equation 2 is
integrated to give
A1 = 327r{[1 +(hP -zo)] - I. (3)
The quantities hp and zo in equation 3 are unknown, but they can be evaluated in
terms of the liquid volume. The volume of the paraboloid is
V = wrR2zo + f w(R2 - r2) dz = 7rR2aH, (4)
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where a = d/H and d is the liquid loading level as shown in Fig. 1 a. In equation 4,
hp can be obtained from equation 1, thus
hp =2R +zo (5)
Substituting equation 5 into equation 4, one obtains
ZO=aH (6)° ~~4g(6)
With equations 5 and 6, the interfacial area of the paraboloid becomes
A 22 rg{[2 4R2 2 1}.
Type 2
The interfacial area of a paraboloid of this configuration is
A 2=2 r I +1 -Ildz. (8)
Equation 8 is integrated using the relationship of equation 1, then simplified such
that
27irg2 2w2 13/2
A2 S (1 + (H - zo)1 _ (9
in which zo is the known quantity and can be evaluated in a manner similar to that
for type 1:
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V = 7rR2zo + f 7r(R2-r2) dz = wR2aH. (10)
0o
Thus one obtains
zo= H- Rco, [(l a)]. (11)
The interfacial radius of the paraboloid at the rotor wall, r, can be obtained from
equations 1 and 11:
rp={2. [gH( -1a)]1/2}. ( 12)
Then, the interfacial area for the configuration A2 becomes
2-rg[02F 9PFH(1_- a)112 13A2 = 2_ 1 ii ( 13)
The configuration of the paraboloid becomes type 3 or 4 at high speeds of rota-
tion, where dz/dr is large and the liquid surface is almost vertical, so that the
paraboloid is not complete and zo is negative. The interfacial area for those types
can be obtained by replacing the lower limit of integration of zo by zero in equations
2 and 8, and the quantities zo and h, are obtained in the same way as for types 1
and 2. The respective results are:
Type 3
A3 73 g
2
( 4+ R 8/2 {
+ XcR4 R +2 ( )1/2}8/3w'L g2 g2L coJf
and
-I w2R 2 12
zo = 21- R + (gaH)l] (15)
In equation 15, the selection of sign depends on zo and Aa from the physical situation;
that is, negative zo and continuity of A3 in regard to other configurations.
Type 4
Ft'g co coR2
~~ 27rg21-'- ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 2 83w=2 [1+ A[ gCO(1-a)jj
{1_ co[H _ CoR(1- a)l} 2 (16)
= H[H- .O - ] ( 17)
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and
p=R2(1-Ha)+ j2 (18)
If the following reduced variables are defined
2CoR
=
zo = =p ( 19 a, b,c)
Ai-=Si; =i3 a, (19 d,e,)
the above mathematical analysis for the four types of configurations can be sum-
marized below.
Type 1: 0 < to < #,pp = 1
S= 2 1 [I + Q2)3/2 _ 1] (20)
o= a- (21)
Type 2: 0 < ro <1, pp < 1
S2 = 2 [ + 2['1(I - a )]1/2}18/2 - 1] (22)
ro = - [#UQ(l -a)]1/2 (23)
pp =j4- (1-a)] (24)
Type 3: vo <0, pp = 1
S3= 2 l[( + Q2)3/2 I(- 2to f2)8I2I (25)3 Q2
¢O= -- [Q i 2(9a)3/1j (26)
Type 4: ro < 0, pp < 1
S4= 2 ui[I + 3 + Q2(1 _ a)]3I2 _ [1 -g + Q2(1 a)]3/21 (27)3Q
ro = 2 r-Q(1 -a)] (28)
[ +
-
l]1/2 (29)
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NUMERICAL RESULTS
A FORTRAN program for an IBM 360 series digital computer was written to
calculate the paraboloid interfacial area A, the minimum of the paraboloid height
zo, and the interfacial radius of the paraboloid at the rotor wall as a function both
of speeds of revolution and the loading levels of liquid. Such calculation permits
evaluation of the mathematical results obtained. By use of equations 7, 13, 14, and
16, the paraboloid interfacial area was calculated for A-XVI and K-II rotors; the
results are presented in Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5. The dimensions of these rotors are listed
in Table I. The variations of interfacial radius of the paraboloid at the rotor wall
were computed from equations 12 and 18 for A-XVI and K-II rotors; the results are
given in Figs. 6 and 7. The minima of the paraboloid heights were calculated from
equations 6, 11, 15, and 17 for the K-II rotor, and the results are given in Fig. 8.
In order to find an ideal ratio of rotor height to radius, the reduced paraboloid
interfacial areas as a function of reduced angular velocity were computed from
various values of ,B at three loading levels, with a = 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9 from the
derived reduced equations. The results are plotted as Fig. 9.
From Fig. 9 it is found that the reduced interfacial area has fewer variations for
= 0.7 at a = 0.5 (the loading level at the middle of the rotor). Therefore, the
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FiGuRE 2 Variation of interfacial area with respect to speeds of revolution for A-XVI
rotor (0-900 rev/min).
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FiGuRE 3 Variation of interfacial area with respect to speeds of revolution for A-XVI
rotor (0-4000 rev/min).
variations of interfacial area at various loading levels for 13 = 0.7 were calculated,
and the results are given in Fig. 10. For static loading or unloading, it is preferable
to have a rotor with , > 2.0; the variation of interfacial area for 1 = 3.0 is also
presented in Fig. 11.
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FIGURE 4 Variation of interfacial area with respect to speeds of revolution for K-H
rotor (0-1800 rev/min).
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FIGURE 5 Variation of interfacial area with respect to speeds of revolution for K41 rotor
(0-5000 rev/min).
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FIGuRE 6 Variation of paraboloid interfacial radius with respect to speeds of revolution
for A-XVI rotor.
FiGuRE 7 Variation of paraboloid in-
terfacial radius with respect to speeds
of revolution for K-TI rotor.
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TABLE I
DIMENSIONS OF ROTORS
A-XVI K-Il
Diameter, cm 9.52 12.19
Height, cm 11.47 75.08
FiGuRE 8 Variation of minimum of
paraboloid height with respect to speeds
of revolution for K-IH rotor.
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FIGURE 10 Variation of reduced paraboloid interfacial area with respect to reduced
angular velocity for (3 = 0.7.
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DISCUSSION
The results presented here are based on the assumption that the instantaneous steady
state is established within a liquid at corresponding speeds of revolution. Therefore,
the variations of paraboloid interfacial area, paraboloid interfacial radius at the
rotor wall, and the minimum of the paraboloid height investigated are transitions in
a series of steady states within a liquid. This is quite different from the transient
case. In a thermodynamic sense, a local instantaneous equilibrium is assumed. This
assumption is considered reasonable in the qualitative evaluation of the shearing
forces between each isodense layer of liquid.
At low speeds of revolution, a mathematical analysis of the areas of isodense
surfaces shows that at the lower half of the rotor the rate of change, dA/d(rev/min),
increases with the liquid loading level, and at the upper half of the rotor the rate of
change decreases with the liquid loading level. In the lower half, the rate of change
with respect to the liquid level is positive, and in the upper half it is negative. During
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an initial period of acceleration, the shear forces which arise from the changes of
interfacial area have different directions in the lower and upper halves of a rotor.
This difference in direction suggests a turbulence or mixing motion during this
period but, because no further variation of interfacial area at each liquid loading
level is approached, the turbulence disappears. It is concluded that the start-up
period of a rotor control should be as slow as possible. For A-XVI and K-II rotors,
the caution speeds are 0-700 and 0-1500 rev/min, respectively. These conclusions
can be drawn easily from Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5.
The magnitude of change is rather small at higher liquid loading levels; therefore,
because the shearing force is smaller at higher levels, the sample should load into
the rotor as high (near the top) as possible so that the damage to biomaterial will
be less. An ideal method of operation is to place a dense "cushion" in the bottom
and an overlay of light fluid above the sample layer at the top; the sample layer
and density gradient may be restricted to that part of the rotor where the least
shearing occurs.
For a zonal centrifuge rotor operating at very low speeds, it is helpful to know
the minimum rev/min at which the isodense paraboloid will stop changing its shape
with an increase of rev/min. We may define the speeds as a pseudo-steady-state
rev/min. From Fig. 8 it is clear that the minimum paraboloid height never approaches
a constant value. At high speeds of revolution, the rate of change for z0 is almost
negative infinity, so it is impossible to have no further change in shape of paraboloid
with further increasing of rev/min. Therefore, we would like to suggest the use of a
paraboloid interfacial area or a paraboloid interfacial radius at the rotor wall as a
basis for consideration of a pseudo-steady-state rev/min. If we use a paraboloid
interfacial radius at the rotor wall as basis, it will be about 2000 and 5000 rev/min
for A-XVI and K-II rotors, respectively. If we choose a paraboloid interfacial area
as basis, it also will be about 2000 and 5000 for A-XVI and K-II rotors, respectively.
Reorienting gradient rotors (K-II) are now in commercial use for the production
of influenza virus vaccines (4). Further biological applications of the principles are
being explored currently at Oak Ridge, including the isolation of serum macroglobu-
lins using the reorienting gradient K-V rotor.
Evaluating an ideal ratio of rotor height to radius, we find from Fig. 9 that if the
ratio of rotor height to radius is 0.7, the loading level at the middle of the rotor
exhibits the minimum variation of paraboloid interfacial area. This type of rotor,
the so-called "FLAT-ROTOR," allows a minimum of mixing within a liquid and
thus gives a better resolution. However, with the FLAT-ROTOR a static loading
or unloading is rather difficult; so one has to use a dynamic loading or unloading
method in charging the sample and gradient solutions into this rotor, which has
extra mechanical problems to be solved in design. In the static loading or unloading
system, the separated zones are recovered by draining the gradient out the bottom of
the rotor or displacing it out the top; therefore, with this system, there are fewer
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mechanical problems. For "TALL-ROTOR," the ratio equal to 3, the variation of
interfacial area is shown in Fig. 11. If one built a 20 cm diameter and 30 cm height
rotor, the critical angular velocity for the rotor would be about 15 reduced angular
velocity units (from Fig. 11). Thus, from the definition of reduced quantity,
Q = 15 = Rw2/g
=[2]1/2 _ [15 X 980]"21 3834
rev/mn = 60 X =- 366 - 370.22r
In practice one has to start the rotor as slowly as possible up to 370 rev/min;
then, after this speed is reached, the rate of acceleration of the rotor does not
appreciably affect the shearing forces in the liquids.
NOMENCLATURE
A paraboloid interfacial area [cm2]
d liquid loading level [cm]
g acceleration of gravity [980 cm sec72]
hp height of intersection of isodense paraboloid with rotor wall [cm]
H height of rotor [cm]
r radius coordinate
rp radius of isodense paraboloid at wall [cm]
R radius of rotor [cm]
S reduced paraboloid interfacial area [= A/7rR2] defined in equation 19 d
V volume of liquid [cm']
z vertical axial coordinate
zO minimum of the height of isodense paraboloid [cm]
a reduced liquid loading level [ = d/H] defined in equation 19f
,8 ratio of rotor height to radius [= H/R] defined in equation 19 e
pp reduced radius of isodense paraboloid at wall [pp = rp/R] defined in equation 19 c
t0 reduced minimum height of isodense paraboloid [ = zo/R] defined in equation 19 b
angular velocity [sec-']
reduced angular velocity [= co2R/g] defined in equation 19 a
Subscripts
0 quantity evaluated at minimum position
1, 2, 3, 4 classification of paraboloid types
P paraboloid
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